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This Month: New 500 Series Dishwashers
Bosch dishwashers are well known for their legendary quiet, but
that’s only the beginning. Flexible loading features and more handle
design offerings make the 500 Series a great fit for many customers.

SHP865WF5N

Pocket handle option
For consumers who prefer a flush, unobtrusive look, the 500 series is the starting price point that
offers our most beloved handle, the pocket design. This series provides the perfect opportunity to
step up consumers from the 300 series if they prefer this design option.

Bar handle option
Originally introduced by Bosch to the U.S. market, this traditional dishwasher look has a sturdy
handle that’s easy to grasp. Available on the 800/500/300 Series.

SHXM65W55N

Flexible 3rd Rack
Expandable wings easily lower to accommodate more of your deeper items, while
adjustable tines let you customize the rack’s loading space to fit awkward or bulky
utensils.

EasyGlide™ Rack System
Pulling out a heavy loaded upper rack is no longer a daunting task. The ball bearing wheels
on the upper rack create a smooth and effortless loading and unloading experience.
FlexSpace™ Tines
This convenient new feature lets you fold back every other tine in one simple step, so it’s
easier to fit your largest, bulkiest items. It helps to hold pots and pans upright, leaving
more room for other dishes.

RackMatic® adjustable middle rack
This remarkable middle rack easily raises or lowers in just one step, even when full. Designed
to allow taller items like stemware to fit in the middle rack while leaving room for pots and
pans below, it offers three different heights and up to nine separate rack positions.

24/7 AquaStop® Plus
Solid, molded base, double walled electro valve hose and sensors that can detect leaks and
automatically shut off the water inlet.

For more information on the entire line of 500 series dishwashers, visit www.AskBoschLowes.com.
Quickly access and download spec sheets for all Bosch products by texting the model number to 21432

